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Abstract. In situ measurements in the upper troposphere–
lower stratosphere (UTLS) have been performed in the
framework of the European research infrastructure IAGOS
(In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System) for
ozone since 1994 and for carbon monoxide (CO) since 2002.
The flight tracks cover a wide range of longitudes in the
northern extratropics, extending from the North American
western coast (125◦ W) to the eastern Asian coast (135◦ E)
and more recently over the northern Pacific Ocean. Several tropical regions are also sampled frequently, such as
the Brazilian coast, central and southern Africa, southeastern Asia, and the western half of the Maritime Continent. As
a result, a new set of climatologies for O3 (August 1994–
December 2013) and CO (December 2001–December 2013)
in the upper troposphere (UT), tropopause layer, and lower
stratosphere (LS) are made available, including gridded horizontal distributions on a semi-global scale and seasonal cycles over eight well-sampled regions of interest in the northern extratropics. The seasonal cycles generally show a summertime maximum in O3 and a springtime maximum in CO
in the UT, in contrast to the systematic springtime maximum
in O3 and the quasi-absence of a seasonal cycle of CO in the
LS. This study highlights some regional variabilities in the
UT, notably (i) a west–east difference of O3 in boreal summer with up to 15 ppb more O3 over central Russia compared
with northeast America, (ii) a systematic west–east gradient of CO from 60 to 140◦ E, especially noticeable in spring
and summer with about 5 ppb by 10 degrees longitude, (iii) a

broad spring/summer maximum of CO over northeast Asia,
and (iv) a spring maximum of O3 over western North America. Thanks to almost 20 years of O3 and 12 years of CO
measurements, the IAGOS database is a unique data set to
derive trends in the UTLS at northern midlatitudes. Trends
in O3 in the UT are positive and statistically significant in
most regions, ranging from +0.25 to +0.45 ppb yr−1 , characterized by the significant increase in the lowest values of
the distribution. No significant trends of O3 are detected in
the LS. Trends of CO in the UT, tropopause, and LS are almost all negative and statistically significant. The estimated
slopes range from −1.37 to −0.59 ppb yr−1 , with a nearly
homogeneous decrease in the lowest values of the monthly
distribution (5th percentile) contrasting with the high interregional variability in the decrease in the highest values (95th
percentile).

1

Introduction

Ozone plays an important role in the thermal structure of the
stratosphere and in the oxidizing capacity of the troposphere
as a major source of hydroxyl radicals (OH). Tropospheric
ozone is also a strong greenhouse gas (IPCC, 2013, AR5).
In contrast with carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and methane (CH4 ),
the scientific understanding concerning its radiative forcing
is still at a medium level. Nevertheless, its impact on sur-
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face temperature has been shown to reach its maximum when
changes in O3 mixing ratios occur in the upper troposphere–
lower stratosphere (UTLS) region (e.g. Riese et al., 2012).
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a precursor for CO2 and tropospheric O3 . It is also a major sink for OH radicals in an
unpolluted atmosphere (Logan et al., 1981; Lelieveld et al.,
2016), thus increasing the lifetime of CH4 , such that CO
emissions are considered “virtually certain” to cause positive radiative forcing (IPCC, 2013, AR5). Because of its ∼ 2month lifetime (Edwards et al., 2004), it can be used as a
tracer of combustion processes, mainly anthropogenic emissions and biomass burning (Granier et al., 2011), although
it is also a product of the oxidation of CH4 and isoprene
(C6 H8 ). Identifying the contributions from different factors
to O3 concentrations in the UTLS is more difficult than for
CO. First, the O3 mixing ratio is influenced by transport from
both the stratosphere (e.g. Hsu and Prather, 2009; Stevenson
et al., 2013) and the troposphere (e.g. Barret et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2016). Second, tropospheric O3 is produced
from a wide variety of precursors (non-methane volatile organic compounds, CO, HO2 ) emitted from numerous surface
sources, both natural and anthropogenic. Third, nitrogen oxides (NOx ) implicated in the production of O3 are not only
emitted at the surface by combustion processes but are also
produced in the free troposphere by lightning. In parallel, nitrogen oxides can be released by the decomposition of reservoir species such as peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), a long-lived
species that can be transported at intercontinental scales in
the free troposphere (e.g. Hudman et al., 2004).
Establishing trends in O3 and CO with observations is important for evaluating the impact of the reduction in anthropogenic emissions in the northern midlatitudes on the atmospheric chemical composition. Trends in both gases are
also important for assessing changes in atmospheric radiative forcing. Furthermore, both observed trends and climatologies (i.e. time-averaged data) are used as reference values in order to evaluate the ability of models to reproduce
the past atmospheric composition and thus to forecast future
changes. Consequently, assessing the mean distribution and
the long-term evolution of O3 and CO is within the focus of
several research programs dealing with the understanding of
atmospheric composition regarding air quality and climate
issues.
The present study is based on the measurements of these
two trace gases, available in one single data set: the IAGOS database (http://www.iagos.org). In the framework of
the IAGOS program (In-service Aircraft for a Global Observing System; Petzold et al., 2015), the measurements on
board commercial aircraft at cruise levels (9–12 km above
sea level) provide accurate sampling with a high frequency
in the UTLS, particularly over northern midlatitudes. With
a monitoring period reaching 19 years for O3 and 12 years
for CO in this area, the time series based on the IAGOS
data set can provide helpful information for shorter aircraft
campaigns, allowing the quantification of background values
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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as an interannually variable signal. Also, with a dense geographical coverage spreading over the midlatitudinal zonal
band (except the Pacific Ocean in so far as regular measurements only started in 2012), spatial distributions seen by IAGOS are a source of complementary information for local
observations, quantifying the spatial variability at synoptic
and intercontinental scales. The monitoring period is now
sufficient to derive representative climatologies and longterm evolution of both species over different regions of interest.
Since the 1990s, several observation systems have been
monitoring these two species, aiming at a better understanding of the processes controlling their spatial distribution and
temporal evolution, (multi-)decadal trends and interannual
variability in the UTLS. Satellite-based instruments provide
global coverage but with limited vertical resolution while
sondes, lidar (light detection and ranging), and aircraft in
situ measurements during ascent and descent phases offer a
precise view of the vertical profile over a limited area. Neu
et al. (2014b) have recently presented a comprehensive intercomparison of currently available satellite O3 climatologies
(gathering limb and nadir viewing) in the 300–70 hPa range.
Although suffering from a coarse vertical resolution, such an
analysis offers a basis for a comparison of the large-scale
spatio-temporal characteristics of the O3 distribution (e.g.
zonal mean cross sections, seasonal variability, interannual
variability). The authors point out the large differences in
these satellite-based climatologies in the UTLS. Observing
this layer often requires a more detailed picture, with a higher
spatio-temporal resolution and multiple species, which can
all be addressed with aircraft platforms. Tilmes et al. (2010)
proposed an integrated picture of O3 , CO, and H2 O climatologies over the Northern Hemisphere, mostly representative of North America and Europe, based on research aircraft
campaigns. They provide a valuable data set representing the
vertical gradients of H2 O, O3 , and CO in three regimes: tropics, subtropics, and the polar region in the Northern Hemisphere. Compared to commercial aircraft, research aircraft
can fly at higher altitudes. Such a study has taken the most advantage of this, which has made tropopause-referenced tracer
profiles and tracer–tracer correlations possible and has highlighted further the transport and mixing processes in a wider
vertical range. However, the IAGOS program using commercial aircraft as a multi-species measurement platform enables
a better characterization of interregional differences, given its
higher spatio-temporal resolution. One of the objectives of
the present study is to emphasize the use of IAGOS as a complementary database to the above-mentioned ones, allowing
further investigations on composition and trends in O3 and
CO in the UTLS (8–12 km) in the Northern Hemisphere.
Concerning carbon monoxide, previous studies using
satellite measurements have shown a significant decadal decrease in the CO column at the global scale, with a higher
sensitivity in the mid-troposphere. Worden et al. (2013)
found a negative trend over several northern extratropiwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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cal regions with Measurements of Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT) and the Atmospheric InfraRed Sounder
(AIRS) respectively from 2000 to 2011 and from 2003 to
2011. Laken and Shahbaz (2014) derived a globally negative
trend in the CO column with MOPITT from March 2000 to
April 2012, despite significant increases in some tropical and
subtropical regions. In the upper troposphere, aircraft measurements have also highlighted regional decreases in CO
mixing ratios. A significant negative trend was derived with
MOZAIC flights (Measurements of water vapor and Ozone
by Airbus In-service airCraft) over western Europe from
2003 to 2009 (Gaudel et al., 2015b). More specifically above
Frankfurt airport, Petetin et al. (2016) showed a decrease in
CO using IAGOS data recorded during vertical ascents and
descents from 2002 to 2012. Recently, Jiang et al. (2017)
suggested that the trends in CO were likely to be caused
by the decrease in emissions from the United States, eastern
China, and Europe from 2001 to 2015, though CO emissions
in the European region have levelled off since 2008.
Recent studies concerning O3 trends show more varied
results. Based on SCIAMACHY (SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY) tropospheric column measurements during 2003–2011, Ebojie et al. (2016) derived increases over Alaska and decreases over the North American outflow, southern Europe and Siberia. The Tropospheric Ozone Mapping System (TOMS) showed an increasing tropospheric O3 column in both the North and South Pacific Ocean at midlatitudes from 1979 to 2003. Neu et al. (2014a) highlighted
an increase in mid-tropospheric O3 (510 hPa) in the 30–50◦
zonal band from mid-2005 to 2010. Granados-Muñoz and
Leblanc (2016) derived a 1σ significant increase between
7 and 10 km above sea level (a.s.l.) over the Table Mountain Facility (TMF; 35◦ N, 119◦ W; Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California) from 2000 to 2015 using lidar measurements. Gaudel et al. (2015a) combined lidar and ozonesondes measurements from 1991 until 2010 throughout the troposphere over the Observatoire de Haute-Provence (OHP,
France). From 6 up to 8 km a.s.l., they found a 1σ significant
positive trend. The increase is also observed in the lower part
of the free troposphere at some Global Atmospheric Watch
stations (GAW). Most of the Northern Hemisphere GAW
stations above 2 km a.s.l. show a significant positive trend
(Oltmans et al., 2013), indicating that the increase probably occurs throughout the free troposphere. Free- and uppertropospheric O3 trends derived from various instruments are
gathered in the reviews of Cooper et al. (2014) and Monks
et al. (2015). Amongst the in situ observations, significant
positive trends since 1971 are reported from ozonesonde
data above western Europe and Japan and also from aircraft
data in the upper troposphere above the northeastern USA,
the North Atlantic Ocean, Europe, the Middle East, southern China, and Japan. More precisely, during the 1990–2010
decades, ozonesonde measurements above North America
and the North Pacific Ocean showed positive trends. Thouret
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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et al. (2006) highlighted significant positive trends for O3
mixing ratios above the eastern United States, the North Atlantic, and Europe from 1994 to 2003 with the IAGOS data
set, both in the upper troposphere and in the lower stratosphere. The IAGOS time series is now 10 years longer, and
the present study brings crucial information to the interpretation of the previous trends.
Whereas the bulk of these studies shows an increase in
O3 and a decrease in CO in the free troposphere, there is
no available study based on in situ measurements only in
the UTLS on a decadal timescale, with a dense temporal
and geographical sampling at the hemispheric scale. The objective of the present study is to examine climatologies for
O3 and CO derived from the whole set of IAGOS measurements at cruise levels, as well as the trends in these two trace
gases at a regional scale in the northern midlatitudes. It is
both an update and an extension of Thouret et al. (2006),
with a broader climatology and longer time series to derive
trends and a more complete data set with the addition of CO
measurements. Today, the IAGOS database allows such an
analysis using regular and high-resolution measurements in
the UTLS, spanning 19 years for O3 and 12 years for CO.
This paper aims at providing the most complete picture of
the O3 and CO distributions at a hemispheric scale based on
in situ measurements. We investigate regional differences in
terms of seasonal cycles and trends over the northern midlatitudes. In Sect. 2 we describe the IAGOS program, the selected UTLS definition, and the methodology used to analyse
the data. In Sect. 3 we present the climatologies, time series
and analysis of the subsequent trends.

2
2.1

Data and methodology
IAGOS data set

The data used in this study are provided by the IAGOS European research infrastructure (www.iagos.org; Petzold et al.,
2015). IAGOS consists in automatic measurements of several trace gases and aerosols on board commercial aircraft,
aiming at a better understanding of the chemical composition of the atmosphere at the global scale.
IAGOS has partly taken over the MOZAIC program
(Marenco et al., 1998). The measurements of ozone and water vapour started in August 1994 (Thouret et al., 1998; Helten et al., 1998). The measurements of CO started in December 2001 (Nédélec et al., 2003). Routine IAGOS-Core
measurements started in July 2011, with a new concept of
aircraft system (e.g. near-real-time data transmission) and instruments (e.g. combined ozone and CO in one single analyser, as detailed in Nédélec et al., 2015). Respectively, ozone
and carbon monoxide have been monitored with dual-beam
UV and IR absorption photometers. Measurements are affected by an uncertainty range of ±2 % ±2 ppb for ozone
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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(Thouret et al., 1998) and ±5 % ±5 ppb for CO (Nédélec
et al., 2003), with a temporal resolution of 4 and 30 s.
Although the technology remained the same, the consistency between MOZAIC and IAGOS-Core data sets raised
questions, and the overlapping period (2011–2014) has been
used to give the users the assurance that MOZAIC–IAGOS
is a unique data set (referred to as IAGOS database hereafter). Indeed, it is of particular importance to make sure that
the long-term evolutions of O3 and CO distributions would
not be biased by this technical change. A deep and thorough
comparison between MOZAIC and IAGOS, based on several
hundred vertical profiles over Frankfurt, has been summarized in Nédélec et al. (2015). The consistency between the
two data sets has been demonstrated, and hence, the results
in the present study can be considered independent of the
transition from MOZAIC to IAGOS-Core. Thus, the recent
study by Petetin et al. (2016), as well as the Tropospheric
Ozone Assessment Report (Gaudel and Cooper, 2018) analysis commonly known as TOAR, makes use of the MOZAIC–
IAGOS database as a seamless one. The period of the present
study spreads from the start of the MOZAIC program until
December 2013, since the data from the following years are
not fully calibrated yet.
2.2
2.2.1

Methodology
Definition for the upper troposphere and the
lower stratosphere

During each flight in extratropical latitudes, both tropospheric and stratospheric air masses are encountered. Their
different properties make it necessary to distinguish between
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Thus, we discriminate between the air masses with three varying pressure intervals, i.e. the upper troposphere (UT), the lower stratosphere
(LS), and the tropopause layer (TPL) as a mixing region between.
In extratropical latitudes, the discrimination between the
upper-tropospheric and the lower-stratospheric measurement
points is based on the dynamical definition of the tropopause,
adapted from Thouret et al. (2006): it is centred on the isosurface of potential vorticity (PV) defined as PV = 2 pvu (1 potential vorticity unit ≡ 10−6 K m2 kg−1 s−1 ). The tropopause
pressure is systematically defined as the highest level of the
2 pvu isosurface. As a consequence, the double tropopause
events encountered at midlatitudes, more frequently in winter (Randel et al., 2007), are not filtered out. This implies that
air masses attributed to the upper troposphere are not purely
tropospheric since they may include some stratospheric intrusions. As indicated in Fig. 1, the TPL is considered to
be a 30 hPa thick layer, centred on this 2 pvu isosurface.
The UT and the LS are defined as constant pressure intervals relative to the tropopause, respectively [P2 pvu + 75 hPa,
P2 pvu + 15 hPa] and [P2 pvu − 45 hPa, P2 pvu − 150 hPa]. The
large pressure interval of the LS gathers all the stratospheric
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018

data points. The choice of a transition layer rather than a surface for the tropopause definition is motivated by the need to
lower the impact of the vertical uncertainties on the PV calculations. With a thickness as great as 30 hPa, the TPL provides a clear partitioning between the characteristics of the
UT and the LS. Thus, the analysis focuses on the composition
and trends in these two distinct layers. Note also that a comparison between the dynamical tropopause estimate based on
the PV fields and the chemical tropopause estimate based
on O3 vertical profiles considering all IAGOS measurements
near Frankfurt (where IAGOS data are the most numerous)
have shown errors but a negligible systematic bias (Petetin
et al., 2016).
The PV values have been derived using the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational analysis since 2000, with a 1◦ × 1◦ resolution, and
interpolated along the aircraft trajectories. As for other ancillary data developed for the IAGOS database (www.iagos.
org), the up-to-date better vertical resolution of the operational analysis since 2000 was clearly more relevant, e.g. for
the representativeness of vertical transport processes and thus
for the precision of the ancillary data itself. This has been
demonstrated particularly for the coupling system (SOFTIO) combining the FLEXPART Lagrangian particle dispersion model and emissions inventories to provide systematic
origins of CO mixing ratio anomalies observed by IAGOS
throughout the troposphere (see Sauvage et al., 2017, for further details).
Although this study focuses on the northern midlatitudes,
we also present briefly some results from measurements
in the tropics. In the 25◦ S–25◦ N band, the tropopause is
higher than any commercial aircraft flight level, since they
are bounded by the 196 hPa pressure level (below 12 km).
Consequently, all the IAGOS measurement points recorded
above 8 km a.s.l. are considered to belong to the tropical UT.
2.2.2

IAGOS data analysis

This study gathers climatological analyses in each layer, focusing on global horizontal distributions, latitudinal averages
in the northern midlatitudes, and seasonal cycles at subcontinental scales. We also present monthly time series, anomalies
and subsequent long-term trends. The following paragraph
summarizes the processing applied to the data for each of
these analyses.
Horizontal distributions of O3 and CO are computed by
gathering all IAGOS measurements recorded into 5 ◦ × 5◦
cells, with respect to the season and the layer. Averages are
calculated only in cells where the amount of observations exceeds 2000 (1000) for O3 (CO) over the period 1995–2013
(2002–2013). The horizontal distribution of O3 /CO ratios is
also computed by averaging the instantaneous O3 /CO ratios
in each cell. The selected size of the cells and thresholds in
the amount of data ensure a good representativeness of the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the definition of the upper troposphere (UT), tropopause layer (TPL), and lower stratosphere (LS)
in red, green, and blue respectively. The pressure levels are indicated on the right, relatively to the PV isosurface (P2 pvu ). (b) Map of the
regions compared in this study. From west to east: western North America (WNAm), the eastern United States (EUS), the North Atlantic
(NAt), Europe (Eur), the Western Mediterranean basin (WMed), the Middle East (MidE), Siberia (Sib), and northeastern Asia (NEAs).

time period, without filtering out too high a proportion of
data.
We perform a subcontinental-scaled analysis in order to
take the zonal variability into account. Indeed, averages made
in continental-sized regions or in zonal bands are not fitted
for IAGOS data because of the high geographical variability
in the measurements. In eight regions of interest (see Fig. 1),
monthly time series are calculated by averaging all corresponding instantaneous observations (not by averaging the
5◦ × 5◦ binned data). These monthly averages are calculated
only when (i) the amount of available data points in a month
exceeds 300 and (ii) the first and last measurements are separated by a 7-day period at least. These selected thresholds
limit the influence of short-term events which are not representative of the whole month. The boundaries of each region
are chosen as a compromise between a high level of sampling and a good representativeness of the expected impact
of local surface emissions and meteorological conditions.
Based on these monthly time series, mean seasonal cycles
are computed over the period 1995–2013. In order to avoid
inter-seasonal biases due to the interannual variability, we retained only the years with data available during 7 months
distributed over at least three seasons. A test has been done
that required available data for all four seasons. It slightly
reduced the amount of complete years (2 years or less removed for each region), yielding quasi-identical results. The
seasonal cycles have also been found to be poorly sensitive
to a 2-month change in the amount of required months per
year. These mean seasonal cycles in all regions are used to
extract deseasonalized monthly anomalies from the original
monthly time series. Based on the same population of data
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/

points as used for calculating the mean values, other useful
metrics like the 5th and 95th percentiles of the O3 and CO
mixing ratios are also calculated, as well as the O3 /CO ratio.
Based on these monthly anomalies, the trends are computed using non-parametric Mann–Kendall analysis combined with a Theil–Sen slope estimate (Sen, 1968). Calculations are performed with the OpenAir R package dedicated
to atmospheric sciences (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012). The
Theil–Sen slope estimate corresponds to the median of the
slopes defined by each pair of points. In this paper, all trend
uncertainties are given at a 95 % confidence interval (i.e. with
a statistical significance above 2σ ). The linear regression is
based on the hypothesis that every point is independent of
its neighbours. As a consequence, a positive (negative) autocorrelation can lead to an overestimation (underestimation)
of the regression slope. In the aim of reducing such kinds of
bias, the method implemented in the OpenAir package applies a correcting factor to one half of the confidence interval depending on the autocorrelation. More details are available in the OpenAir Manual (https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/openair/openair.pdf).
The statistics of IAGOS data are summarized in Table 1 for
each region and each layer. Northwest America is the least
sampled region (' 60 % of available months and ' 1400
flights in each layer) with a shorter time coverage per month
(' 18 days per month): consequently, a mean value computed in this region is less likely to be a representative estimation of the monthly mean volume mixing ratio (VMR).
Aside from this region, the next least sampled regions are
the Western Mediterranean basin, Siberia, and northeast Asia
(' 75 % of available months with ' 3000 flights in each
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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Table 1. Regional characteristics and data statistics in each layer. The third and fourth columns refer to the proportion of available monthly
data relatively to the whole period: August 1994–December 2013 for O3 and December 2001–December 2013 for CO. The fifth and sixth
columns indicate the total number of selected flights. The seventh and eighth columns show the time interval 1t separating the first and the
last days of measurements, averaged over the available data months.

Region

Layer

Avail.
months (%)

No. of flights

1t
(days month−1 )

O3

CO

O3

CO

O3

CO

Western
NAm (WNAm)


125 − 105◦ W
40 − 60◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

53
53
50

65
66
66

1215
1402
1471

1160
1338
1438

21
22
22

22
23
23

Eastern
USA 
(EUS)

90 − 60◦ W
35 − 50◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

94
94
94

92
92
92

8536
10 503
11 607

3701
4418
4998

27
27
27

26
27
27

North
Atlantic (NAt)

50 − 20◦ W
50 − 60◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

94
93
91

92
91
89

9125
7706
5299

4149
3488
2550

27
27
25

27
26
25

Europe
 ◦ (Eur) ◦ 
15 W − 15 E
45 − 55◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

96
97
97

94
94
94

13 939
21 162
25 021

7217
10 812
13 129

29
29
29

28
29
29

Western
Med. (WMed)
 ◦

5 W − 15◦ E
35 − 45◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

64
69
70

55
60
60

1806
2074
2025

1126
1305
1182

23
23
24

25
25
24

Middle
East (MidE)


25 − 55◦ E
35 − 45◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

89
88
82

88
85
76

3516
3362
2846

2260
2107
1713

24
24
23

23
23
23

Siberia
(Sib) 

40 − 120◦ E
50 − 65◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

76
76
72

68
65
61

4615
3808
2274

2126
1779
1159

26
26
24

26
25
24

Northeastern
Asia

 (NEAs)
105 − 145◦ E
30 − 50◦ N

LS
TPL
UT

74
73
76

65
63
64

3502
4326
4834

1676
2021
2323

26
26
27

25
26
26

layer), with a temporal range of 22 days per month on average. Finally, the eastern United States, the North Atlantic,
and northwestern Europe – referred to as Europe hereafter –
are the most sampled regions (' 96 % of available months
with ' 9000 flights in each layer in the eastern United States
and the North Atlantic and more than 10 000 in Europe) with
a mean temporal range of 27 days per month.
In order to ensure a good representativeness of the whole
measurement period for the trend analyses, we consider the
best estimate slope as realistic if the ratio of available months
is higher than or equal to 60 %. Indeed, for each species and
each layer, every region fulfilling that condition is sampled
almost from the start to the end of the measurement period
(as shown later). Consequently, our analysis includes neither
the trends in O3 in the whole UTLS above northwest America
nor the trends in CO in the LS above the Western Mediterranean basin.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018

3

Results

We first present the analysis of the new set of climatologies
as an update of previous studies made with a shorter data set,
and based on the same tropopause definition (Thouret et al.,
2006; Petzold et al., 2015) as described in Sect. 2.2.1. The
present section starts with the characterization of the seasonal
distributions at the global scale. It is followed by the analysis of the seasonal cycles over the eight regions defined in
Fig. 1. Finally, we present the analysis of the regional longterm trends (12 years for CO, 19 years for O3 ).
3.1

Horizontal distributions of O3 and CO

Figures 2 and 3 show the seasonally averaged distribution of
CO and O3 respectively in the UT, in 5◦ × 5◦ bins. We use the
same colour scale for the four maps to highlight the seasonal
and regional differences. By averaging over the latitude range
25–75◦ N all the cells for each 5◦ interval in longitude, we
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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Figure 2. Horizontal distributions of CO volume mixing ratios in the UT, averaged from December 2001 to November 2013 for each season.
Each 2-D distribution is projected onto the zonal axis below, with a meridional average of the northern extratropical zonal band (from 25 to
75◦ N). The 2-D (1-D) distributions have a 5◦ × 5◦ (5◦ ) resolution. The x axes are the same in the maps and in the projections below. Note
the larger colour interval from 60 to 80 ppb and the smaller intervals from 110 to 120 ppb.

obtain a zonal distribution that is projected below each map.
It allows us to examine the zonal gradients in O3 or CO and
to highlight intercontinental differences. The averaging interval has been chosen in order to include all upper-tropospheric
IAGOS measurements in the area considered here as the extratropics. We sometimes refer to Appendix Fig. A1 as support for our analysis. It represents the seasonally averaged
distribution of the O3 /CO ratio in the UT, following the same
organization as in Figs. 2 and 3.
In Fig. 2, the horizontal distributions of CO mixing ratios reveal an overall spring maximum at northern midlatitudes, extending into summer over eastern Asia and the
Bering Sea. There are also systematic maxima in the sampled tropical regions (i.e. Brazilian coast, central and southern Africa, southeast Asia), depending on their respective dry
seasons. These features characterize the combination of the
two most important sources, namely the anthropogenic emissions and the boreal/tropical biomass burning. At northern
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midlatitudes, in contrast to near-surface observations (e.g.
Zbinden et al., 2013), the averaged CO mixing ratio is higher
during spring in the UT. During winter, the weaker convection and the longer lifetime of CO allow the accumulation of this trace gas in the lower troposphere despite the
stronger wintertime frequency of warm conveyor belts (e.g.
Madonna et al., 2014), thus leading to a climatological maximum spread from late winter until early spring (e.g. in western Europe: Petetin et al., 2016). As the convection activity
increases, the CO confined to the lower troposphere starts being uplifted to the UT. During summer, CO is less abundant
in the lower layers, and photochemical activity reaches its
maximum, acting as a major sink for CO by OH attack (e.g.
Lelieveld et al., 2016). In the tropics, the local maxima occur
during SON over the Brazilian coast, during the whole year
over tropical Africa, and during JJA–SON over the Bay of
Bengal–Southeast Asia. The maxima over tropical Africa are
shifted northward during MAM and southward during SON.
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Figure 3. Horizontal distributions of O3 volume mixing ratios in the UT averaged from December 1994 to November 2013, in every season.
Each 2-D distribution is projected onto the zonal axis below, with a meridional average of the northern extratropical zonal band (from 25 to
75◦ N). The 2-D (1-D) distributions have a 5◦ × 5◦ (5◦ ) resolution. The x axes are the same in the maps and in the projections below.

All these local maxima observed in the UT are not necessarily correlated with the dry seasons when biomass burning emissions are enhanced because surface emissions are
uplifted more efficiently during the wet seasons within deep
convection (Liu et al., 2010). Further details on the distribution of CO and O3 near these locations, as seen by IAGOS,
may be found in Sauvage et al. (2005, 2007a, c) and Yamasoe et al. (2015). Globally, the highest values are recorded
over eastern Asia (up to 170 ppb), the Bering Sea (165 ppb),
North America (150 ppb), subtropical Africa (145 ppb) and
the Brazilian coast (145 ppb).
The horizontal distributions of the O3 /CO ratio in Fig. A1
are anticorrelated with most CO maxima in Fig. 2. In the
tropics, low values between 0.4 and 0.5 are observed during the whole year over equatorial Africa and during JJA–
SON over the Bay of Bengal–Southeast Asia. In the northern
midlatitudes, the low ratios correlated with high CO values
are found during the whole year over eastern Asia and during summer over the northernmost Pacific area, over the west
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coast of Canada, and, in the same country, over Nunavut and
the northern Labrador peninsula. These CO maxima are characterized by a higher anticorrelation between O3 and CO,
showing a stronger impact of lower-tropospheric air masses.
Further vertical information is made available with the
intercomparison between the IAGOS data set and several
satellite-based instruments, which have different vertical sensitivity profiles. Laat et al. (2010) present the horizontal distribution of yearly averaged CO column from SCIAMACHY
during 2004–2005 (see their Fig. 7, top left panel), with
an almost vertically uniform sensitivity. The maxima observed by IAGOS over central Africa and over Southeast
Asia, the latter during summer, are well represented. Both
reach more than 2.75 × 1018 molecules cm−2 . By contrast,
the fall maximum over the Brazilian coast observed by IAGOS is not visible in the SCIAMACHY columns. All those
three (sub)tropical maxima seen by IAGOS are visible in
the seasonal climatologies of MOPITT total columns from
2001 to 2012 (Osman et al., 2016) and Aura Microwave
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Figure 4. Horizontal distributions of O3 volume mixing ratios in the LS averaged from December 1994 to November 2013, in every season.
Each 2-D distribution is projected onto the zonal axis below, with a meridional average of the northern extratropical zonal band (from 25 to
75◦ N). The 2-D (1-D) distributions have a 5◦ × 5◦ (5◦ ) resolution. The x axes are the same in the maps and in the projections below. As
explained in Sect. 2.2.1, there are no data in the subtropical stratosphere.

Limb Sounder (Aura MLS) mixing ratios at 215 hPa (Huang
et al., 2016). In the northern extratropics, the main difference to the MLS climatology by Huang et al. (2016) lies in
the springtime and summertime maxima over eastern Siberia
and Manchuria observed by IAGOS only. One possible reason is that the altitude level at 215 hPa in the extratropics
is generally included in the LS according to our tropopause
definition, despite the associated 5 km vertical resolution of
MLS in the UTLS, which allows upper-tropospheric CO to
impact the measurements at 215 hPa.
Seasonal maxima highlighted in these decadal climatologies are consistent with extreme CO events already recorded
in the UT over eastern Asia (Nédélec et al., 2005), the northern Pacific Ocean (Clark et al., 2015), and downwind of
Alaskan forest fires (Elguindi et al., 2010) and in the LS
downwind of Alaska and Yukon right to the eastern coast of
the Atlantic Ocean (Cammas et al., 2009). All of them originated from intense biomass burning.
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In the northern extratropical UT, the common characteristic of the four seasons lies in the eastward increase in a
climatological CO mixing ratio from 60 to 135◦ E. The difference in CO mixing ratios reaches ' 20 ppb during fall and
winter and ' 40 ppb during spring and summer. There is also
a low decrease from 120◦ W to 60◦ E, ' 20 ppb in spring and
within 10 ppb during the rest of the year. It is likely the resulting combination of stronger emissions from both anthropogenic and biomass burning over the Asian continent (e.g.
Jiang et al., 2017) and an efficient vertical transport over the
area (Madonna et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2016).
The 20-year seasonal distribution of O3 in the UT is shown
in Fig. 3. The longitudinal variability is more detailed in the
projections below the 2-D distributions, where the 5◦ × 5◦
seasonal means are meridionally averaged from 25 to 75◦ N.
At northern midlatitudes, ozone clearly exhibits a minimum
during winter (47 ppb on average in the 25–65◦ N zonal
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band) and a maximum during summer (79 ppb), characterizing the seasonal peak of photochemical activity.
The highest values exceed 90 ppb over Siberia and northeastern China, while minima below 30 ppb are located on
both sides of the equatorial Pacific Ocean, at least during
the wet seasons (i.e. from December until February on the
western South American coast and from December to March
on the Maritime Continent). In the Northern Hemisphere,
throughout the year, the O3 mixing ratio is higher on the eastern half of the extratropical zonal band: the annual mean in
the Asian continent (30–140◦ E) is 11 % higher than in the
western part (125◦ W–15◦ E). The collocated maxima in the
O3 /CO ratio (Fig. A1) indicate a higher occurrence of correlated O3 -rich and low-CO air masses, suggesting a stronger
influence from the lower stratosphere.
In the Southern Hemisphere, the SON maximum in O3
over the Brazilian coast mostly reflects the influence of lightning in South America (Bremer et al., 2004; Sauvage et al.,
2007b; Yamasoe et al., 2015). The minima observed at both
sides of the equatorial Pacific Ocean during the respective
wet seasons can highlight the strong convection of low-ozone
air masses from the tropical marine boundary layer, typically
ranging from 10 to 30 ppb (e.g. Thompson et al., 2003).
The satellite-based instruments SCIAMACHY and the
Ozone Monitoring Instrument–Microwave Limb Sounder
(OMI–MLS) provided climatologies of the tropospheric O3
column, averaged respectively from 2003 to 2011 and from
October 2004 to December 2010. They both showed a
springtime maximum and a geographical maximum over
the Atlantic Ocean between 30 and 45◦ N, which is due to
stratosphere–troposphere exchange events and surface transport of pollution from the eastern USA during spring and
summer (Fig. 1 in Ebojie et al., 2016; Fig. 5a–c in Ziemke
et al., 2011). The discrepancies with the IAGOS climatologies can be due to uncertainties involving the stratospheric
signal, i.e. the ozone stratospheric column, and/or the height
of the tropopause (Ebojie et al., 2014). The summertime climatology of the O3 mixing ratio at 464 hPa provided by the
Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) from 2005 to
2010 in Verstraeten et al. (2013, Fig. 1) shows similar features to the IAGOS climatology. The O3 mixing ratios are
higher above the Asian continent than west of 15◦ E, and
there is a local maximum above Manchuria (northeastern
China). In the tropics, the maximum over equatorial Africa
and the minimum above and east of the Maritime Continent
are also seen with TES. At least in the extratropics, the altitude range observed with TES corresponds to 100–150 hPa
below the lower limit of our definition of the UT. Thus, in
summer, the properties we observe in the UT may extend
downward, representing a wider upper part of the free troposphere.
In the tropics, Livesey et al. (2013) used Aura MLS observations at 215 hPa since 2004 until 2011. They highlighted
CO maxima over India and southeast Asia during July–
August, northern equatorial Africa in February–April, southAtmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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ern equatorial Africa in September–November, and equatorial Brazil in October–November. According to their study
and references therein, the two maxima over Asian regions
are linked to anthropogenic emissions uplifted to the tropical UT by strong convection (Jiang et al., 2007), whereas
the other maxima originate from biomass burning. Most of
these maxima are consistent between the MLS and IAGOS
data sets. One exception may be northern India (25–30◦ N
cells) where IAGOS does not clearly highlight a summertime maximum. However, available IAGOS data in this region and season are too scarce to draw a strong conclusion,
likely because IAGOS aircraft often fly below the UT lower
boundary (P2 pvu + 75 hPa) in the 25–30◦ N zonal band that
becomes subtropical in summer, with a tropopause typically
above the 150 hPa altitude level. O3 maxima are also shown
by MLS above subtropical Brazil and southern subtropical
Africa during September–November. Last, the climatological means they derived reached their geographical minima
all along the equatorial Pacific Ocean (15◦ S–15◦ N), which
is consistent with the overall minima observed by IAGOS at
both sides of the equatorial Pacific Ocean.
The results shown in Fig. A1 motivated our choice in several regions of interest presented in Sect. 2.2.2. Lower values
characterize northwest America and northeast Asia, whereas
higher values are found over the whole Mediterranean basin
and especially over the Middle East.
The horizontal distribution of the O3 mixing ratios in
the LS is presented in Fig. 4. It contrasts with the uppertropospheric distribution, thus confirming the present definition of tropopause as a realistic transition layer between
the troposphere and the stratosphere. The lower-stratospheric
climatology is characterized by a strong maximum during
spring (approximately 33 % more than the annual concentrations). It originates from the January–February maximum
of the downward O3 flux at θ = 380 K, both driven by the
Brewer–Dobson circulation and by the stratospheric photochemistry which activates at the end of winter. This feature is followed by approximately 100 days of transport until
reaching the tropopause (Olsen et al., 2004). In the low latitudes of the northern extratropics, the distribution shows a
poleward gradient, consistent with the adiabatic transport between the tropical UT and the extratropical lowermost stratosphere. For all seasons but autumn, the highest values are observed over Canada–Greenland and northern Siberia. During
spring, these results are coherent with the climatology of the
downward O3 flux shown in Olsen et al. (2013, Fig. 5), where
the O3 mixing ratios derived from MLS observations in the
stratosphere (θ = 380 K) are combined with the MERRA reanalysis meteorological fields.
3.2

Regional seasonal cycles

In order to further assess the regional variability in O3 and
CO mixing ratios, we analysed the time series of the eight
regions displayed in Fig. 1 and defined in Table 1. We first
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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Figure 5. Mean seasonal cycles of P2 pvu (hPa) in each region. The average has been calculated by selecting the same years as for the O3
mixing ratio; this amount is indicated in the legend as the number n.

compare the mean seasonal cycles, before characterizing and
analysing the anomalies, and then derive the trends. In order
to make a first estimate of the interregional variability in the
two trace gases, the mean seasonal cycles are displayed in
Fig. 6. Similarly, we show the seasonal cycles of the O3 -toCO ratio in order to provide a synthesis between the two data
sets. First of all, as a support for our analysis, we present the
seasonal cycles for the mean pressure at the 2 pvu altitude in
Fig. 5.
All regions exhibit a higher tropopause in summer. The
northernmost region (Siberia) is characterized by the lowest tropopause altitude, whereas the higher tropopause altitudes occur in one of the southernmost regions (the Western
Mediterranean basin).
Complementary information is shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9,
representing the seasonal cycles of O3 , CO, and O3 /CO respectively for the monthly 5th percentile (P5), mean value
and 95th percentile (P95). The interannual variability (IAV)
is illustrated by the error bars and defined as an interannual standard deviation of the monthly mean value. We first
present the main characteristics in each of these three figures
and their corresponding columns in Fig. 6, before analysing
and discussing the regional behaviours.
In Fig. 6, the mean O3 mixing ratio (panels a, d, g)
shows a similar seasonal cycle for all regions. On average, the upper-tropospheric O3 mixing ratio ranges from
46 ± 4 ppb in December–January up to 81 ± 7 ppb in June–
July, while the lower-stratospheric O3 mixing ratio ranges
from 180 ± 20 ppb in October–November up to 410 ± 43 ppb
in April–May; this is given as mean ± IAV. The IAV indicated here (not shown in Fig. 6) is averaged over the regions. The seasonal maximum generally occurs in June–July
in the UT, May–June in the TPL, and April–May in the LS.
This feature highlights a seasonal cycle in the TPL halfway
between upper-tropospheric and lower-stratospheric cycles
and confirms again the tropopause definition used here as a
realistic transition between the troposphere and the stratosphere. The seasonal cycles of the mean CO mixing ratio
(central column) show a broader range of variability between
the regions. The five western regions (northwest America,
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the eastern United States, the North Atlantic, Europe, and
the Western Mediterranean basin) exhibit a spring maximum
and a late summer–fall minimum in the UT and in the TPL.
Asian regions (Siberia, northeast Asia) present a different behaviour in the UT with a broad spring–summer maximum.
Northwest America is noticeable for the highest mixing ratios recorded from November to April. Siberia shows a significant maximum in July. The relative seasonal amplitude
max − min
– here defined as the
ratio – ranges from 33 %
mean
in the Western Mediterranean basin up to 46 % in northwest
America. In comparison, the seasonal variations in CO in the
LS are substantially lower in most regions. In this layer, the
relative seasonal amplitude reaches its maximum at 27 % in
the Middle East, followed by substantially lower amplitudes
at 22 % in northeast Asia and the eastern United States and
within the 16–18 % range in the other regions. The O3 /CO
mean value (Fig. 6c, f, i) ranges between 0.4 and 1.0 in the
UT with a clear maximum in summer for all the regions.
It ranges between 0.7 and 1.5 in the TPL and shows discrepancies amongst the regions, mostly due to the interregional variability in the CO seasonal cycle. In the Western
Mediterranean basin and the Middle East, the maxima occur during June–July, similarly to the upper-tropospheric cycles. In northwest America, Europe, Siberia, and northeast
Asia, the maxima are shifted in May–June. In the North Atlantic Ocean and in the eastern USA, the maxima are steeper
and occur during May and April respectively. This O3 /CO
ratio varies from 3 up to 13 in the LS, with early maxima
from February until May in the eastern USA, the Western
Mediterranean basin, and the Middle East, whereas the maxima generally occur from April until June in the other regions. These differences in the LS arise from the higher summertime stratospheric CO mean values in the eastern USA,
the Western Mediterranean basin, and the Middle East and
lower summertime stratospheric ozone mean values in the
last two regions. The different ranges of the ratio between
the three layers also confirm that our so-called tropopause
layer is clearly a transition zone between the UT and the LS.
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Figure 6. Mean seasonal cycles of O3 , CO, and O3 /CO (from left to right) in the upper troposphere, tropopause layer, and lower stratosphere
(from bottom to top).

The O3 summertime maxima observed above most regions in the UT are driven by strong photochemical activity, consistent with the O3 /CO seasonal cycles (Fig. 6i). As
shown in Fig. 7c, these O3 maxima are significant for the
whole monthly distribution. Stratmann et al. (2016) used the
IAGOS-CARIBIC data set to compute a climatology for nitrogen oxides and reactive nitrogen species (NOy ) from 2005
until 2013, with the same definition for the UT. The regions
they defined as Europe and North Atlantic are the most sampled ones in the CARIBIC data set, which allows us to compare the seasonal cycles they derived in these regions with
ours. Their study is based on larger regions than the ones we
defined. Still, they derived upper-tropospheric NO and NOy
maxima well correlated with the O3 maxima from our study.
It is consistent with the leading role of photochemistry in
the summertime O3 maximum, at least in these two regions.
Furthermore, Gressent et al. (2014) highlighted the influence
of springtime and summertime lightning activity, warm conveyor belts, and convection over North America on the O3
enhancement in the UT over North Atlantic and Europe from
2001 to 2005.
Beside these general features, the following subsections
highlight significantly different seasonal characteristics.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018

3.2.1

Northeast Asia, northwest America, and Siberia

The CO seasonal cycle in the UT over northeast Asia is
different from the others (Fig. 8). Among all the regions,
northeast Asia shows the highest mixing ratio during May–
September. Its CO maximum ranges up to 140 ppb and lasts
from April to June, in contrast to the April climatological
mean from most regions of around 120 ppb. It is characterized by the seasonal maximum in the 95th percentile during the same months. The high values in April are likely due
to a strong wintertime CO accumulation in the lower troposphere (Zbinden et al., 2013), strong springtime agricultural
fire emissions (Tereszchuk et al., 2013), and boreal biomass
burning emissions (Andela et al., 2013). The high values in
June can be associated with anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions coupled with geographically more frequent
warm conveyor belts (e.g. Madonna et al., 2014; Nédélec
et al., 2005) and summertime Asian convection (Huang et al.,
2016). A peak is found in June in the TPL, too, and in the
LS to a lesser extent. High summertime CO mixing ratios
are also observed over eastern Asia by MLS observations at
215 hPa (Huang et al., 2016), slightly above the TPL.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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Figure 7. Seasonal cycles of O3 for the monthly mean value (coloured points) and the 5th and 95th percentiles (lower and upper black ticks
respectively). The interannual variability (coloured error bars) corresponds to the interannual standard deviation of the monthly mean value
σ . From bottom to top, the graphs represent the cycles in the upper troposphere, tropopause layer, and lower stratosphere. The amount of
years taken into account in the calculation of the upper-tropospheric O3 cycles is indicated in the bottom legend as the number n.

Mean upper-tropospheric CO in Siberia shows a levelling off from February until June and peaks in July, like the
95th percentile. This last feature is consistent with the Global
Fire Emissions Database (GFED3: van der Werf et al., 2010)
and the Global Fire Assimilation System (GFASv1.0: Kaiser
et al., 2012) inventories for CO emissions from Asian boreal
forest fires (Andela et al., 2013). Since the peak is noticeable in the TPL too, it suggests a non-negligible impact of
pyroconvection (Tereszchuk et al., 2013).
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In contrast to the other regions, the upper-tropospheric O3
seasonal cycle in northwest America does not exhibit a summertime maximum (Fig. 7). By contrast, the seasonal pattern shared with the other regions breaks in June and July,
with mean values approximately 10 ppb lower on average.
Northeast Asia is also affected by an early decrease in July.
These two Pacific-coast regions show an early decrease in
the seasonal cycles of the 5th percentile too, down to very
low values in July: 32 and 42 ppb. Meanwhile, the 5th percentile averaged among the other regions reaches 53 ppb.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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Figure 8. Seasonal cycles of CO for the monthly mean value (coloured points) and the 5th and 95th percentiles (lower and upper black ticks
respectively). The interannual variability (coloured error bars) corresponds to the interannual standard deviation of the monthly mean value
σ . From bottom to top, the graphs represent the cycles in the upper troposphere, tropopause layer, and lower stratosphere. The amount of
years taken into account in the calculation of the upper-tropospheric CO cycles is indicated in the bottom legend as the number n.

This is consistent with the study of Zbinden et al. (2013),
which highlights that the free troposphere above Los Angeles
(118.17◦ W, 34.00◦ N) and the Japanese airports visited (Osaka, Nagoya, Tokyo; approximately 35◦ N, 138◦ E) is influenced by a seasonal change in wind directions. During summer, the Asian monsoon and the North American monsoon
contribute to O3 -poor air masses from the subtropical Pacific Ocean. Lidar measurements over TMF during summer
in 2013–2014 also showed the influence of these air masses,
notably between 9 and 12 km a.s.l. (Granados-Muñoz et al.,
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2017). It is worth noting that despite the common characteristics with TMF, the northwest America region is located
above 40◦ N. Thus, in contrast to TMF, northwest America
may not be impacted by the rich-NOx air masses originating
from Central America (Cooper et al., 2009, Fig. 7), where a
strong summertime lightning activity and the North American monsoon anticyclone allow the build-up of a recurrent
maximum in O3 in the UT (e.g. Cooper et al., 2007). Cooper
et al. (2007, 2009) also showed the impact of midlatitudinal Eurasian emissions on free-tropospheric O3 above several
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American sites, potentially representative of the northern part
of the northwest America region. This could explain the fact
that the summertime 95th percentile in O3 (Fig. 7) is similar
to the other regions, despite the absence of nearby sources
upwind and the more frequent clean tropical air masses. It is
consistent with the strong 95th percentile for CO in northwest America (Fig. 8), correlated with the one from northeast Asia, suggesting that these two regions have common
upwind strong emissions. It is weaker in northwest America
than in northeast Asia, highlighting the decrease in CO mixing ratio during the long-range transport, probably due to dilution and photochemistry. In Fig. 9, the springtime and summertime O3 /CO ratios in the UT exhibit lower values (0.6–
0.7) in these two Pacific-coast regions compared to the other
locations (at least 0.1 higher). These lower values are mainly
characterized by a lower 5th percentile (0.4), consistent with
a higher frequency of high-CO and O3 -poor air masses. However, in contrast to ozone, the seasonal cycles of the O3 /CO
ratio do have a summer maximum. The interruption observed
in the O3 seasonal cycles thus remains characterized by the
summer maximum in photochemical activity, despite the fast
change in the monthly air composition.
Interestingly, in the UT, northwest America shows one
of the lowest mean springtime O3 mixing ratios too, linked
to the upper values (see the low P95 during March–April
in Fig. 7), whereas its mean springtime CO is the highest
(Fig. 8). This last feature is characterized by a distribution
shifted toward the upper values, compared to the other regions, as for the O3 /CO ratio. The lower P95 in O3 associated with the stronger P5 in CO during February–April
likely indicates that northwest America is less frequently impacted by O3 -rich air masses and less frequently impacted
by poor-CO air masses. Lower-stratospheric O3 also exhibits
the strongest P5 in northwest America, amongst all the regions. Since this feature only occurs during March–April, it
is unlikely driven only by the aircraft flight level, relative
to the tropopause. Furthermore, the P2 pvu averages shown
in Fig. 5 are not at lower altitudes during April. Consequently, the stronger P5 in northwest America suggests less
frequent tropospheric air masses in the LS during March–
April. All these features indicate a less efficient springtime
stratosphere–troposphere exchange in northwest America.
3.2.2

The Western Mediterranean basin and the
Middle East

As expected in Fig. 7 (Fig. 8), the mean O3 (CO) concentrations in the LS are lower (higher) in the Western Mediterranean basin, the Middle East, and northeast Asia, which are
the southernmost regions of this study. Indeed, as the dynamical tropopause is generally higher there (Fig. 5), although
the flights are classified as LS, they are likely to sample air
masses closer to the tropopause: the substantial difference
in O3 mixing ratios is thus explained by its strong vertical
gradient in the stratosphere. During July–August, three catewww.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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gories of regions can be established depending on the width
of the monthly distribution of the O3 /CO ratio. Referring
to Fig. 9, the northernmost regions (northwest America, the
North Atlantic, Europe, Siberia) exhibit a higher O3 /CO ratio for all three metrics (mean value and 5th and 95th percentiles). By contrast, the southernmost regions (the Western
Mediterranean basin, the Middle East, and northeast Asia)
show a lower ratio, for all three metrics again. The remaining region (the eastern United States) shows a strong intramonthly variability with a low 5th percentile, an intermediate
mean value, and a high 95th percentile. These categories thus
correspond respectively to regions mostly impacted by extratropical air masses, to regions strongly impacted by subtropical air masses, and to the region influenced by both extratropical and subtropical air masses. In June, northeast Asia
belongs to this intermediate category with its low 5th and
high 95th percentiles before reaching the subtropically influenced regions in July.
In summer, CO mixing ratios are similar over the Western Mediterranean basin and the Middle East, but Middle
East O3 is significantly lower. This feature is consistent with
the mixing ratios derived from OMI–MLS observations at
150 hPa presented in Park et al. (2007) and at 100 hPa in
Park et al. (2009). In southern Asia, polluted surface air
masses are uplifted by deep convection during the Asian
monsoon, up to the tropical UT. The western part of the
anticyclonic circulation then transports O3 -poor air masses
northward and horizontally (Barret et al., 2016). This may
impact the LS in the Middle East (Park et al., 2007), consistent with CH4 measurements from IASI and AIRS, coupled with modelling using the CNRM-AOCCM, LMDzOR-INCA chemistry-climate models and the MOCAGE
chemistry-transport model (Ricaud et al., 2014). The summertime lower-stratospheric CO mixing ratio is comparable between the Western Mediterranean basin, the Middle
East, and northeast Asia. The last one is impacted by frequent warm conveyor belts coupled with strong fire activity
(Madonna et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2017).
In the UT, there is more O3 and less CO in the Western
Mediterranean basin and the Middle East. Figure 9 better illustrates the distinction of these two regions from the others, with a high O3 /CO ratio. Its mean value reaches 0.95 in
July in the two regions in the UT and is both characterized
by higher 5th and 95th percentiles. Note that O3 /CO is also
higher in the TPL (' 1.5). All these features show the impact
of the stronger summertime subsidence at these latitudes on
the whole monthly distribution in the UT. In the Middle East
particularly, Etesian winds interact with the Asian Monsoon
Anticyclone (AMA), enhancing the subsidence of high-level
air masses (e.g. Tyrlis et al., 2013), thus allowing a recurrent summertime O3 pool down to the mid-troposphere (Zanis et al., 2014).
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Figure 9. Seasonal cycles of the O3 /CO ratio for the monthly mean value (coloured points) and the 5th and 95th percentiles (lower and upper
black ticks respectively). The interannual variability (coloured error bars) corresponds to the interannual standard deviation of the monthly
mean value σ . From bottom to top, the graphs represent the cycles in the upper troposphere, tropopause layer, and lower stratosphere.
The amount of years taken into account in the calculation of the upper-tropospheric O3 /CO cycles is indicated in the bottom legend as
the number n.

3.3

Trends: comparison and characterization

In this section, annual and seasonal trends of O3 and CO are
investigated in the different regions (see Sect. 2.2.2 for details on the calculations of trends), from August 1994 until
December 2013 for O3 and from December 2001 until December 2013 for CO. For a more complete description of the
data set, the corresponding time series for both species are
given for the three layers in Figs. B1–B6.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018

As shown in these figures, no monthly data are available
during most of 2010, due to an interruption of measurements. Most regions have a good sampling efficiency, with
about 70–97 % of available data (see Table 1). Specifically,
the lower sampling frequency in northwest America (top-left
panel) allows relatively few available monthly data. For O3 ,
the sampling focuses on the period 2003–2009. Since less
than 60 % of monthly data are available, and since the available months are especially representative of the second half
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Figure 10. O3 trends (ppb yr−1 ) in the UT, TPL, and LS (from bottom to top) for the monthly 5th percentile (a, d, g), mean value (b, e,
h), and 95th percentile (c, f, i). For each significant trend, the error bars represent the 95 % confidence interval. The insignificant trends are
represented by hatched areas. The coloured labels correspond to the regions defined in Fig. 1.

of the monitoring period, we cannot take it into account in
the study of the 20-year trends. After 2009, the sampling is
efficient only during winter, such that we can only compute
the trend of wintertime CO in this region. The sampling is
also too low for CO in the Western Mediterranean basin in
the LS (55 %). In Siberia, northeast Asia, and the Western
Mediterranean basin (excluding the LS for this region), the
sampling is moderate for CO (between 60 and 70 %) but data
are available both at the beginning and at the end of the period, which makes trends calculations still relevant.
For additional information, the monthly relative anomalies
we used for the trends calculations are shown in Figs. C1–C4.
In the UT, the anomalies have several common features: a
negative anomaly until 1997, followed by a levelling off during 2000–2009 and then by a positive anomaly since 2011.
The first period (1994–1997) has already been associated
with the multi-year ozone recovery since the eruption of Mt
Pinatubo in 1991: this event was an important source of particulate matter in the lower stratosphere at a global scale, contributing to the ozone depletion in the UT, TPL, and LS (e.g.
Tang et al., 2013). The positive anomaly in 1998 has been
referenced as a consequence of the extreme El Niño event in
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1997, as explained in Thouret et al. (2006) and Koumoutsaris
et al. (2008).
The LS does not show such a positive anomaly at the end
of the period nor the same interannual variability. We can
note the positive anomalies in 2006 in northwest America,
Europe, and Siberia. It seems consistent with the downward
380 K ozone flux anomalies shown in Olsen et al. (2013,
Fig. 5).
3.3.1

Trends in O3

O3 trends are summarized in Figs. 10 and 11. Figure 10
shows the trends of monthly 5th percentiles, mean values,
and 95th percentiles for O3 , in the left, central, and right panels respectively. Figure 11 shows the trends of the O3 mean
value in the UT, with respect to the season. In parallel, the absolute trends are reported in Tables D1 and D2 with their corresponding confidence intervals, in Appendix D. Note that all
confidence intervals in this paper are given at the 95 % level.
For a better precision, we use the values reported in this table to comment on the following figures. The relative trends
(in % yr−1 ) are also reported in Tables D3 and D4 in order
to facilitate the comparison with other data sets. For clarity,
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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Figure 11. O3 trends (ppb yr−1 ) in the UT, in each season. For each significant trend, the error bars represent the 95 % confidence interval.
The insignificant trends are represented by hatched areas. The coloured labels correspond to the regions defined in Fig. 1.

only the significant trends at the 95 % confidence level are
reported.
At the annual scale, mean upper-tropospheric O3 significantly increases in the seven regions except the North
Atlantic, with trend estimates ranging from +0.25 up to
+0.45 ppb yr−1 . The strongest and most significant trend is
found in northeast Asia, with +0.45 [0.23; 0.68] ppb yr−1 .
The least significant trend concerns the Middle East (+0.25
[0.01; 0.45] ppb yr−1 ). The trends in the TPL are similar to
the upper-tropospheric trends, albeit stronger and generally
with a better significance. On the other hand, all mean O3
trends remain insignificant in the LS.
On one hand, quite similar results are obtained for the O3
5th percentile in the UT and TPL. Again, the strongest increase in the UT is observed in northeast Asia (+0.57 [0.35;
0.80] ppb yr−1 ), closely followed by Siberia (+0.50 [0.31;
0.67] ppb yr−1 ). The Atlantic regions (the eastern United
States, the North Atlantic, and Europe) exhibit an intermediate significance, with a stronger increase at approximately
+0.45 ppb yr−1 [0.20; 0.65] in the eastern United States and
the North Atlantic. The small southern regions (the Western Mediterranean basin and the Middle East) show the lowest and least significant increase at +0.34 [0.08; 0.52] and
+0.30 [0.12; 0.48] ppb yr−1 respectively. The main difference with the O3 mean value is found in the LS where
a significant positive trend occurs in a few regions (North
Atlantic, Siberia, northeast Asia). On the other hand, the
upper-tropospheric P95 increases significantly in Europe
and the Western Mediterranean basin only, at +0.29 [0.06;
0.47] ppb yr−1 and +0.64 [0.06; 1.16] ppb yr−1 respectively,
with p values higher than 0.02 indicating a low significance
level. In the TPL, the increase is observed in the eastern
United States, Europe, and Siberia, while no significant trend
is found in the LS. Therefore, the general positive trend of
mean O3 mixing ratios in both the UT and TPL is associated with an increase in the background values (represented
by the 5th percentile). The Western Mediterranean basin may
be an exception with its strong increase in P95, contributing
as well to the strong positive trend in the mean value.
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The O3 seasonal trends in the UT are shown in Fig. 11. As
a main result, we note that each region shows a significant
positive trend only during specific seasons. A significant increase of ∼ 0.5 ppb yr−1 is observed in the Atlantic regions
(the eastern United States, the North Atlantic, and Europe)
in winter, with a non-negligible significance in the North Atlantic and Europe. Only Siberia shows a significant increase
during spring (0.50 ppb yr−1 ), as does northeast Asia during
summer (0.84 ppb yr−1 ). Most of the regions show a significant increase during fall. The 5th percentile of O3 mixing
ratios is increasing in most regions during winter and spring.
The strongest P05 trend is observed during summertime in
northeast Asia (+1.07 [0.58; 1.42] ppb yr−1 ). Concerning the
95th percentile of O3 , all trends remain insignificant, except
in Europe during winter (+0.43 [0.10; 0.88] ppb yr−1 ).
The upper-tropospheric O3 trends are also computed over
several periods, in order to test the sensitivity of our results to the start and the end of the monitoring period. They
are shown in Fig. 12 for the three metrics (mean value and
5th and 95th percentiles). The trends over the whole period
are compared to the ones computed over 1994–2008, thus
excluding the last 3 years’ positive anomalies, and to the
ones computed over 2002–2013, i.e. the monitoring period
for CO. Removing the last years’ positive anomaly leads to
the loss of the 2σ statistical significance for most significant
trends in three regions for the 5th percentile (North Atlantic,
the Western Mediterranean basin, the Middle East), four regions for the mean value (the eastern United States, the Western Mediterranean basin, the Middle East, Siberia), and the
two only regions for the 95th percentile (Europe, the Western
Mediterranean basin). Consequently, the significant increase
in the mean O3 mixing ratio shown in Fig. 10 is robust for
Europe and northeast Asia, and the significant increase in the
5th percentile is robust also in the eastern USA and Siberia.
In the other cases, the 2σ confidence interval is strongly sensitive to the higher ozone values during 2001–2013.
On the 2001–2013 period (Fig. 12h) the statistical significance for the mean values is stronger in the Middle East
and Siberia and weaker elsewhere compared to the full period. The regions where it decreases also show a weakening
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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Figure 12. O3 trends (ppb yr−1 ) in the UT over the whole monitoring period (1994–2013: a–c), over 1994–2008 (d–f), and over the monitoring period for CO (2002–2013: g–i) for the monthly 5th percentile (a, d, g), mean value (b, e, h), and 95th percentile (c, f, i). For each
significant trend, the error bars represent the 95 % confidence interval. The insignificant trends are represented by hatched areas. The coloured
labels correspond to the regions defined in Fig. 1.

in the significance of the 5th percentile. The trends in 95th
percentiles (Fig. 12c, f, i) appear to be limited by the first
years. Thus, this shows a transition between the first part
and the last part of the monitoring period, highlighted by a
change in the trends in the monthly distribution. The uppertropospheric O3 trends are higher during 2002–2013 because
of the positive anomaly at the end of this period. One possible explanation for this anomaly lies in an enhanced transport across the tropopause caused by the 2009–2010 strong
El Niño event, as shown in Lin et al. (2015). Responses in
tropospheric ozone at the midlatitudes to the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) have been identified in Wespes et al.
(2017) with a 4-month or 6-month time lag. Further modelling studies are needed to assess the link between the chemical composition of the upper troposphere and the ENSO.
It is worth noting that besides the IAGOS database, in
situ observations are very sparse in the UTLS and their
time coverage is usually too short for determining long-term
trends. This considerably limits our ability to compare these
results to the literature. As mentioned in Sect. 1, the IAGOS measurements during 1994–2003 showed significant
positive trends for ozone mixing ratios above the eastern
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/

United States, the North Atlantic, and Europe in the UT (respectively, +0.99 ± 0.82 % yr−1 , +1.12 ± 0.86 % yr−1 , and
+1.00 ± 0.90 % yr−1 ) and the LS (+1.54 ± 1.37 % yr−1
above North Atlantic and +1.99 ± 1.21 % yr−1 above Europe) (Thouret et al., 2006). With a new decade of observations, our results suggest that the previous trends in the LS
were influenced by the low values from 1994 until 1997, following the Pinatubo eruption. More recently, Petetin et al.
(2016) used IAGOS measurements to study vertical profiles
of O3 and CO above Frankfurt and Munich airports, during
similar periods. As in Thouret et al. (2006), they defined the
UT with the same method. In this layer, they found a barely
significant increase in O3 during winter. At the annual scale,
they derived a significant positive trend of P5, consistent with
our results. However, they did not observe the 99 % significant positive trend of P95 that we derived (+0.4 ppb yr−1 ,
p = 8 × 10−3 ?). Since we compute the trends with the same
methodology, the discrepancies are due to the greater size of
our Europe region, which allows a higher amount of data and
thus a more significant statistical analysis.
In terms of O3 trends in the free troposphere (rather than
the UT), many studies highlighted increasing mixing ratios
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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over time. Based on a combined data set (MOZAIC, research
aircraft, ozonesondes, lidar) over western North America
(25–55◦ N, 130–90◦ W), Cooper et al. (2010) derived an
increase in springtime O3 (April–May) in the UT over
the period 1995–2008 (+0.58 ± 0.52 ppb yr−1 for the median O3 ). Over the period 2000–2015, Granados-Muñoz and
Leblanc (2016) derived a positive trend from lidar measurements above TMF at 7–10 km, with +0.31 ± 0.30 ppb yr−1
for the median (the trend of the 95th percentile being
+0.55 ± 0.60 ppb yr−1 , thus significant at the 90 % confidence level only). Based on ozonesondes over the period
1995–2008, Logan et al. (2012) did not observe any significant increase in O3 mixing ratios between 400 and 300 hPa
in Europe. The difference with our results can be partly explained by the fact that the period studied by Logan et al.
(2012) does not extend to 2011, the beginning of the strong
positive anomaly in upper-tropospheric O3 , according to the
IAGOS data set (see Fig. B1).
Free and upper-tropospheric ozone trends derived from
various instruments were reviewed in Cooper et al. (2014).
Significant positive trends over the period 1971–2010 are reported with ozonesonde data in the free troposphere above
western Europe and Japan, ranging at 0.1–0.3 ppb yr−1 .
As mentioned in Sect. 1, the significant positive trends
measured at the highest Northern Hemispheric GAW stations (above 2 km a.s.l.: Zugspitze, Rocky Mountain National
Park, Jungfraujoch, Mt Bachelor Observatory, Mt Waliguan)
rise between 0.05 ± 0.04 and 0.33 ± 0.05 ppb yr−1 . Only the
most increasing trends (Rocky Mountain and Jungfraujoch)
are within the range of the ones derived in the present study.
Among the GAW stations mentioned in Sect. 1, the other
ones show a smaller increase. In the free troposphere at
510 hPa, although on a shorter timescale (2005–2010), Neu
et al. (2014a) derived a positive trend of ' +1 % yr−1 in the
30–50◦ N zonal band, based on TES measurements. Thus,
the increase in the O3 mixing ratio is probably more representative of the middle and upper altitude ranges of the free
troposphere than its lower part.
As said previously, the trends in the TPL are similar to the
upper-tropospheric ones. Since no lower-stratospheric trend
is significant at the annual scale, we cannot make any conclusion about the evolution of lower-stratospheric ozone. Our
results alone do not allow us to explain these trends in the
TPL. However, several studies reported a global, significant
increase in the tropopause height during the last decades
(−0.05 hPa yr−1 , p < 2 × 10−16 ? over the period 1979–2011
with ERA-Interim reanalyses in Škerlak et al., 2014; see also
Gettelman et al., 2011, and references therein). Above the
regions of this study, the typical vertical gradient of O3 observed in the four upper flight levels (where the gradient is
the strongest amongst our data) is about 1 ppb hPa−1 (not
shown). According to this yearly mean value, the elevation
of the TPL would induce an ozone increase by an order of
magnitude below the observed trends. Such an increase in
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the TPL height is thus unlikely to explain a major part of the
positive trends in the TPL.
Gettelman et al. (2010) combined a multimodel analysis
to derive O3 positive trends near 0.4 % yr−1 over the century in the extratropical UTLS (Ex-UTLS), relative to the
tropopause. It is similar to the trends we derive in the UT,
from 0.39 % yr−1 in the Middle East to 0.69 % yr−1 in northeast Asia (see Table D3). The simulations of Gettelman et al.
(2010) did not show any dependence on tropospheric hydrocarbon chemistry. They concluded that there was an enhanced Brewer–Dobson circulation, which can contribute to
the O3 trends we observed in the UT and the TPL. This might
explain the springtime positive trends we found in the TPL of
the North Atlantic, Europe, Siberia, and northeast Asia, but
these trends do not occur specifically during spring. Furthermore, only Siberia shows a springtime significant increase
in the UT.
The impact of the sampling density on the observed longterm evolution has been tested by computing the trends of
the three most sampled regions with the time coverage of
the less sampled regions. With the sampling periods of the
Western Mediterranean basin and Siberia, the changes for
the eastern United States, the North Atlantic, and Europe
were small compared to the confidence intervals (0.1 % yr−1
or less). With the sampling periods of northeast Asia, these
trends tend to be higher, but the difference remains insignificant (' 0.2 % yr−1 ).
3.3.2

Trends in CO

CO trends are summarized in Figs. 13 and 14. As for O3 ,
more precise values are given in Tables D5 and D6 with
their corresponding 95 % confidence intervals, followed by
the equivalent relative trends in Tables D7 and D8, in the Appendix D. Figure 13 shows the trends of the 5th percentile,
mean values, and 95th percentile for monthly CO data on the
left, central and right panels respectively. Figure 14 shows
the trends of the CO mean value in the UT, with respect to the
season. As discussed at the beginning of Sect. 3.3, we do not
take the trend in the LS of the Western Mediterranean basin
into account. Similarly, only wintertime trends are taken into
account in northwest America.
In all layers and almost all regions, the mean CO mixing ratios are significantly decreasing, with trends ranging
between −0.80 and −2.19 ppb yr−1 in the UT/TPL and between −0.5 and −0.8 ppb yr−1 in the LS. The lowest and
least significant trends are observed in the Middle East (significant only in the TPL, with −0.8 ppb yr−1 ). In the UT and
TPL, the highest trends of mean CO are observed in northeast Asia (−2.19 [−3.33; −0.82] ppb yr−1 ). Results show
a similar picture for the 5th percentile, although with usually slightly lower trends. Apart from the Middle East, these
trends are very homogeneous among the different regions.
The results appear more contrasted for the 95th percentile. In
the UT, a strong negative trend is observed in northeast Asia
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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Figure 13. CO trends (ppb yr−1 ) in the UT, TPL, and LS (from bottom to top) for the monthly 5th percentile (a, d, g), mean value (b, e,
h), and 95th percentile (c, f, i). For each significant trend, the error bars represent the 95 % confidence interval. The insignificant trends are
represented by hatched areas. The coloured labels correspond to the regions defined in Fig. 1.

Figure 14. CO trends (ppb yr−1 ) in the UT in each season. For each significant trend, the error bars represent the 95 % confidence interval.
The insignificant trends are represented by hatched areas. The coloured labels correspond to the regions defined in Fig. 1.

(−3.81 [−6.75; −1.37] ppb yr−1 ), about a factor of 2 higher
than the trends observed in the eastern United States, the
North Atlantic, Europe, and Siberia (about −1.9 ppb yr−1 ),
while no significant trend is found in both the Western
Mediterranean basin and the Middle East. The particularity
of these last two regions lies in a lower magnitude and the
absence of significance in the P95 trends, compared to the
five other regions (excluding northwest America, as mentioned previously). On one hand, as discussed in Sect. 3.2,
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they are expected to be less impacted by surface emissions,
especially the Middle East because of a stronger subsidence.
On the other hand, the CO decrease in the five other regions
is influenced by less frequent and/or weaker high CO events,
as suggested by the decrease in the P95. The strong interannual variability in the P95 in northeast Asia is probably due
to boreal forest fires.
Figure 14 shows the seasonal trends of upper-tropospheric
CO. The mean values decrease significantly in most regions
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during winter, from −1.15 [−3.67; −0.06] ppb yr−1 in the
Middle East to −2.97 [−5.00; −0.75] ppb yr−1 in northeast
Asia. During springtime, the negative trends persist in all
regions but Siberia and the Middle East. The summertime
decrease is significant in the eastern United States and Europe only, and the trends during fall are barely significant
in Europe and the Western Mediterranean basin. Europe appears as the only region where negative mean CO trends
are observed during all four seasons (although with a very
low significance level during fall). The general decrease is
also observed for both the 5th and 95th percentiles during
all seasons except fall. The highest negative trends are usually observed in northeast Asia. However, due to a strong
interannual variability, they are not always significant. For
instance, albeit insignificant, a very strong negative trend of
the 95th percentile of CO is observed in this region during
springtime (−7.5 ppb yr−1 ). This decrease with its associated
large uncertainties is likely linked to the decadal decrease
in Asian boreal forest fires mentioned in Jiang et al. (2017).
The more homogeneous results obtained in winter compared
to summer may be explained by a more efficient intercontinental transport of pollution. During winter, warm conveyor
belt events are more frequent and uplift the air masses with
extratropical origins (Madonna et al., 2014). Consequently,
this transport pathway may enhance the response of uppertropospheric CO mixing ratios to the reduction in surface
emissions by a homogenized wintertime negative trend.
Most of our results in the UT over Europe are in agreement
with the study of Petetin et al. (2016) based on IAGOS data
above Frankfurt and Munich airports, with similar CO negative trends. The main differences lie on an expected better
significance for our trends because of the size of the Europe
region allowing the use of a larger amount of data. It suggests the trends they derived in the UT above these airports
are representative of the UT in Europe, and some of their insignificant trends are due to their limited amount of data, as
they found insignificant trends in summer and autumn. They
also found no significant trends for P5 during these seasons
probably for the same reasons.
Over the whole troposphere, Worden et al. (2013) derived a global decrease in CO columns from MOPITT
satellite observations over the period 2000–2011, with relative trends of −1.42 ± 0.40 % yr−1 in the eastern USA,
−1.44 ± 0.44 % yr−1 in Europe, and −1.60 ± 0.96 % yr−1
in eastern China. At the global scale, the decrease in CO
columns observed by MOPITT over the period 2000–2012
is about −0.56 % yr−1 (Laken and Shahbaz, 2014). In the
Northern Hemisphere, the decrease in CO mixing ratios at
500 hPa observed by AIRS from 2003 until 2012 ranges between −1.28 ppb yr−1 over land and −1.01 ppb yr−1 over
oceans (Worden et al., 2013). Using ground-based solar Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) measurements at
six European stations over the period 1998–2006, Angelbratt et al. (2011) observed similar negative trends of
CO partial columns (0–15 km) in central/western Europe
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(around −1.2 ± 0.2 % yr−1 at Jungfraujoch and Zugspitze)
and lower ones in northern Europe (about −0.6 ± 0.2 % yr−1
at Harestua, Norway, and Kiruna, Sweden). All these results
remain consistent with the trends we found in the UT, although the mean estimate of our trend in northeast Asia is
substantially higher (−1.89 [−2.87; −0.71] % yr−1 ; see Table D7 in the Appendix). Gratz et al. (2015) analysed springtime surface observations at Mt Bachelor Observatory (Oregon; 2743 m a.s.l.) during 2004–2013 and showed a decrease
of −3.1 ± 2.4 ppb yr−1 . They associated it with the decrease
in CO anthropogenic emissions in Europe, North America,
and China. The decrease is substantially higher than in our
study, probably because it concerns the lower part of the free
troposphere, which is more sensitive to the reduction in surface emissions.
The influence of the sampling frequency on the trends has
been tested for each layer and each statistic by applying the
sampling frequency to the monthly time series of the three
most sampled regions (the eastern United States, the North
Atlantic, Europe). The higher bias was obtained in the UT,
for the mean values and the P5, with the sampling frequency
of the Western Mediterranean basin and the Middle East. Applying the sampling frequency of these regions weakened the
absolute CO trends by 0.2 ppb yr−1 , which remains negligible.

4

Summary and conclusions

In the framework of the European research infrastructure IAGOS, in situ measurements of O3 and CO are performed
in the UTLS since 1994 and 2002 respectively. Thanks to
its high frequency of measurements over such long periods,
IAGOS provides the most representative in situ data set in
the UTLS. In the present study, we used the IAGOS data
available until 2013 to establish a new semi-global climatology and to investigate the seasonal variability and trends
in both O3 (19 years of data) and CO (12 years of data). Results are presented in three distinct layers, namely the upper
troposphere (UT), tropopause layer (TPL), and lower stratosphere (LS). We also conducted a detailed interregional comparison of O3 , CO, and the O3 /CO ratio in eight regions
of interest at northern midlatitudes (northwest America, the
eastern United States, the North Atlantic, Europe, the Western Mediterranean basin, the Middle East, Siberia, northeast
Asia). These regions cover a wide range of longitudes excluding so far the Pacific Ocean. Note, however, that this Pacific region has been regularly visited by new IAGOS aircraft
since mid-2012 (for a first analysis of these data, see Clark
et al., 2015).
One of the objectives of the present study was to highlight
the regional variability in the UTLS chemical composition
in terms of horizontal distributions and trends. It is complementary to other analyses usually dealing with zonal means
and/or focusing on the vertical gradients of chemical species.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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Air masses were attributed to UT, TPL, and LS based on
the potential vorticity, following the methodology of Thouret
et al. (2006) that first analysed the IAGOS data set in the
UTLS. Added value to this first study lies in a 10-year longer
monitoring period above the major part of the extratropical
Northern Hemisphere, completed with 12 years of CO measurements. As a tracer for transport from the surface and as
one of the major O3 precursors at the global scale, CO provides complementary information on the factors that control
the O3 seasonal cycles and trends.
The analysis of the semi-global horizontal distributions of
O3 and CO highlighted the following characteristics.
– At northern midlatitudes, the more efficient photochemical activity is associated with the common summertime
O3 maximum in the UT, and the Brewer–Dobson circulation is associated with the common springtime O3
maximum in the LS. The general springtime CO maximum in the UT is seen as a consequence of the wintertime accumulation of emissions in the lower layers
followed by an efficient vertical transport, before the
summertime photochemical activity acts as a major sink
for CO. However, the CO maxima extend into summer
over (and downwind of) regions where intense biomass
burning occurs regularly, especially in Siberia. Another
main feature of the northern extratropical UT relies on
a zonal difference of O3 in summer (with up to 15 ppb
more over central Russia than in eastern North America) and an eastward gradient of CO from 60 to 140◦ E,
maximizing in spring and summer (approximately 5 ppb
by 10◦ longitude).
– In the tropics, the CO mixing ratio maximizes in the regions of intense biomass burning. The O3 mixing ratios
reach their maximum during fall over southern Africa,
while the lowest values are found on both sides of the
equatorial Pacific Ocean during most seasons.
O3 and CO seasonal variations were analysed in the eight
extratropical regions of interest. The interregional comparison can be summarized as follows.
In the upper troposphere:
– In most regions, the O3 mixing ratios continuously increase from 40–50 ppbv in winter to 70–90 ppbv in
summer. One regional specificity is found in northwest America and northeast Asia, where O3 mixing ratios start to decrease after May and June respectively
(against July in other regions), likely due to the North
American and Asian monsoons that bring O3 -poor air
masses from the subtropical Pacific Ocean in summer.
– The CO mixing ratios range from 80–90 ppbv in fall to
110–140 ppbv in spring in all regions except (i) northeast Asia, where this spring maximum extends to summer, and (ii) Siberia, where the CO mixing ratios show
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/18/5415/2018/
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a levelling-off in spring–summer followed by a distinct
peak in July.
– In all regions, the O3 /CO ratio increases from 0.4–0.5
in winter to 0.7–1.0 in summer, the lowest values occurring in northwest America and the highest in the Western Mediterranean basin and the Middle East.
In the lower stratosphere:
– The O3 mixing ratios increase from 150–200 ppbv in
fall to 350–450 ppbv in late spring–early summer in
most regions, one noticeable exception relying on the
Middle East where O3 quickly decreases after April
(thus earlier and more strongly than in the other regions).
– Low CO mixing ratios ranging from 45 to 65 ppbv are
observed in the LS, with substantially lower and noisier seasonal variations in most regions compared to the
UT, the main exceptions relying on the Middle East and
northeast Asia where slightly higher CO mixing ratios
are observed in summer.
– The O3 /CO ratio increases from 3–5 in late fall–early
winter to (i) 8 in spring in the Western Mediterranean
basin and the Middle East and (ii) 10–12 in late spring–
early summer in the other regions. This lower O3 /CO
ratio observed in the two former regions can result from
the subtropical air masses (low O3 , high CO) uplifted in
the Asian monsoon and then transported northward by
the western branch of the anticyclonic circulation.
Both in terms of mixing ratios and seasonal variations, the
tropopause layer appears as a transition between these two
previous layers.
The O3 and CO trends were also investigated in these different regions. The two-decadal trends in O3 are positive and
statistically significant at the 95 % level in most regions (excluding North Atlantic), with best estimates of trend ranging
from +0.25 to +0.45 ppb yr−1 . This evolution appears to be
linked to the increase in the lowest values and not necessarily
to the highest values. Seasonal O3 mixing ratios show a significant increase during fall and winter in the three Atlantic
sector regions (the eastern United States, the North Atlantic,
and Europe) and a significant increase during spring or summer in Siberia and northeast Asia. Such an interregional difference in the seasonality of the O3 trends suggests that the
increase in the Atlantic sector regions is linked to a long-term
increase in the background mixing ratios, while emissions of
precursors during favourable photochemical conditions still
drive part of the increase over Asia. The O3 trends in the
TPL are similar to the trends in the UT, albeit stronger and
generally with a better significance. In contrast, all mean O3
trends remain insignificant in the LS. This is different from
the results presented in Thouret et al. (2006), where the first
9 years of IAGOS data (1994–2003) showed significant positive trends in O3 in the LS, with the same magnitude as those
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 18, 5415–5453, 2018
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in the UT. With an additional decade of observations, our
present results suggest that the trends previously reported in
the LS were influenced by the relatively low values over the
period 1994–1997 (following the O3 reduction subsequent
to the Pinatubo eruption in 1991) and the 1998–1999 positive anomaly (induced by the extreme El Niño event in 1997;
Koumoutsaris et al., 2008).
In the UT, the mean CO mixing ratios significantly decrease in most regions (excluding the Middle East), with best
estimates of trend ranging from −1.5 to −2.2 ppb yr−1 . Both
5th and 95th percentiles of the CO distribution also depict a
negative trend, the decrease in the lowest values being more
homogeneous compared to the highest values. At the seasonal scale, while summer and fall trends are either low or
not significant, the CO mixing ratios are found to decrease
significantly during winter in most regions. The strongest decrease is observed in northeast Asia during both winter and
spring (approximately −3 % yr−1 ). The decrease in CO in
the northern extratropics is usually related to the reduction in
anthropogenic emissions.
Identifying unambiguously the processes responsible for
these trends would require a properly validated model and
is thus beyond the scope of this paper, but one can still provide some insights. The decrease in CO is related to a reduction in the anthropogenic emissions. However, our study
does not highlight a direct link between the long-term evolution of O3 and CO in the UT since both chemical species
depict opposite trends. Although CO is only one precursor
of O3 among many others, one may have expected that the
reduction in its emissions would go hand in hand with the
decrease in other O3 precursors. However, rapid changes in
the technology used in the various combustion processes may
change the speciation of the emissions. In addition, many
other chemical species not co-emitted with CO (e.g. biogenic
compounds) play a role in the O3 budget.
The lowest trends in both O3 and CO in the Middle East
region, where the UT is less influenced by the middle and
lower troposphere, may reflect a significant global tropospheric contribution driving the higher trends in O3 and CO
over other regions. This would be in line with recent findings by Zhang et al. (2016), attributing the major part of the
increase in the Northern Hemisphere tropospheric O3 burden to the growing (sub)tropical emissions. However, the increase in O3 mixing ratios in the UT occurs in almost every
extratropical region, and the interregional differences are not
statistically significant enough to exclude other leading processes.
We compared our results to other studies analysing trends
at lower levels in the free troposphere. The O3 increase is
usually weaker at free-tropospheric GAW stations than in the
middle and upper troposphere. For instance, based on aircraft, sondes, and surface measurements in Japan from 1991
to 2015, Tanimoto et al. (2018) recently highlighted a dependence of the O3 trends on altitude, with an O3 levellingoff in the 2000s in the lower part of the free troposphere but
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a persistent increase in the middle and upper troposphere.
This suggests that the O3 trends in the UT may be linked
to an increase in in situ local emissions of precursors in the
UT (lightning, aircraft) and/or stratosphere-to-troposphere
O3 flux as reported in other studies (e.g. Neu et al., 2014a).
This would also be consistent with the increasing vertical
cross-tropopause mass flux in the extratropics during 1996–
2011 modelled with ERA-Interim and JRA-55 reanalyses
(Boothe and Homeyer, 2017), linked to the acceleration of
the Brewer–Dobson circulation, in agreement with observations and chemistry-climate models (Butchart, 2014, and references therein; more recently, Garfinkel et al., 2017). An
increase in the stratospheric influence on the O3 mixing ratios in the UT can result from (i) an increasing number of
stratospheric intrusions and/or (ii) the stratospheric O3 recovery (both leading to an enhancement of the stratosphere-totroposphere O3 fluxes). Our study does not support this second option since all mean O3 trends in the LS were found to
be statistically insignificant over the studied period, although
the insignificance of our trends may be due to the interannual
variability. Finally, attributing the trends of O3 in the UT to
one leading process remains difficult and requires further investigations with global models.
The IAGOS data set has highlighted significant interregional and interannual variabilities, which can provide helpful information for shorter and/or localized measurement
campaigns. Its good vertical accuracy in the UTLS makes it a
useful data set for evaluating the ability of current chemistrytransport and chemistry-climate models to reproduce the
characteristics of the chemical composition in this layer, including climatologies and trends.

Data availability. All ozone and carbon monoxide data used in
this study were obtained from the existing IAGOS database, freely
available on the IAGOS website (http://www.iagos.org) and via the
AERIS website (http://www.aeris-data.fr).
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Appendix A: Horizontal distributions: O3 /CO ratio

Figure A1. Horizontal distributions of the O3 -to-CO ratio in the UT averaged from December 2001 to November 2013, in every season.
Each 2-D distribution is projected onto the zonal axis below, with a meridional average of the northern extratropical zonal band (from 25 to
75◦ N). The 2-D (1-D) distributions have a 5◦ × 5◦ (5◦ ) resolution. The x axes are the same in the maps and in the projections below.
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Appendix B: Time series: monthly and yearly means

Figure B1. O3 monthly mean values in the UT (thin curve). The interval from 5th and 95th percentiles is filled in red. The yearly mean
values are represented by the bold curve and the black points.

Figure B2. O3 monthly mean values in the TPL (thin curve). The interval from 5th and 95th percentiles is filled in green. The yearly mean
values are represented by the bold curve and the black points.
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Figure B3. O3 monthly mean values in the LS (thin curve). The interval from 5th and 95th percentiles is filled in blue. The yearly mean
values are represented by the bold curve and the black points.

Figure B4. CO monthly mean values in the UT (thin curve). The interval from 5th and 95th percentiles is filled in red. The yearly mean
values are represented by the bold curve and the black points.
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Figure B5. CO monthly mean values in the TPL (thin curve). The interval from 5th and 95th percentiles is filled in green. The yearly mean
values are represented by the bold curve and the black points.

Figure B6. CO monthly mean values in the LS (thin curve). The interval from 5th and 95th percentiles is filled in blue. The yearly mean
values are represented by the bold curve and the black points.
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Appendix C: Monthly anomalies

Figure C1. Relative monthly anomalies of O3 volume mixing ratio in the upper troposphere. The units % refer to the corresponding climatological means indicated above each graph.

Figure C2. Relative monthly anomalies of O3 volume mixing ratio in the lower stratosphere. The units % refer to the corresponding climatological means indicated above each graph.
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Figure C3. Relative monthly anomalies of CO volume mixing ratio in the upper troposphere. The units % refer to the corresponding
climatological means indicated above each graph.

Figure C4. Relative monthly anomalies of CO volume mixing ratio in the lower stratosphere. The units % refer to the corresponding
climatological means indicated above each graph.
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Appendix D: Tables of trends

Table D1. O3 absolute trends in ppb yr−1 during all the year in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized P05,
monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS.
Season

Region

(ppb yr−1 )
ANN

EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

P05

Mean

P95

Slope

Conf. int. (95%)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

0.44
0.43
0.35
0.34
0.30
0.50
0.57

[0.19; 0.64]
[0.18; 0.62]
[0.18; 0.50]
[0.08; 0.52]
[0.12; 0.48]
[0.31; 0.67]
[0.35; 0.80]

0.003
0.003
< 10−3
0.003
0.007
< 10−3
< 10−3

0.34

[0.09; 0.50]
NS
[0.14; 0.45]
[0.14; 0.64]
[0.01; 0.45]
[0.12; 0.58]
[0.23; 0.68]

0.013

0.31
0.42
0.25
0.37
0.45

0.003
0.003
0.037
0.007
< 10−3

Slope

0.29
0.64

Conf. int. (95 %)
NS
NS
[0.06; 0.47]
[0.06; 1.16]
NS
NS
NS

p value

0.022
0.04

Table D2. O3 absolute trends in ppb yr−1 during each season in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized P05,
monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS.
Season

Region

(ppb yr−1 )
DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

P05

Mean

P95

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

0.50
0.54
0.41

[0.16; 0.93]
[0.34; 0.84]
[0.13; 0.72]
NS
NS
[0.11; 0.91]
[0.12; 0.76]

0.007
< 10−3
< 10−3

0.38
0.43
0.37

[0.01; 0.61]
[0.13; 0.65]
[0.11; 0.62]
NS
NS
NS
NS

0.04
0.003
0.003

0.50
0.34

0.53
0.48
0.56
0.56

NS
[0.09; 1.03]
NS
[0.10; 1.11]
[0.15; 1.00]
[0.24; 1.00]
[0.17; 0.82]

0.60
1.07

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
[0.42; 0.91]
[0.58; 1.42]

0.63

0.44
0.40
0.38
0.26

[0.05; 0.76]
NS
[0.00; 0.64]
[0.16; 0.54]
[0.05; 0.52]
NS
NS
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0.02
0.003
0.028
0.037
0.017
0.018
0.007

0.50

< 10−3
0.003

0.84

0.012

0.47

0.045
0.003
0.023

0.35
0.47
0.35
0.38

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
[0.11; 0.88]
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
[0.23; 1.36]
[0.11; 0.64]
NS
[0.04; 0.64]
[0.11; 0.67]
[0.09; 0.69]
NS
[0.04; 0.67]

0.023

0.01
0.013
0.033
0.02
0.01
0.043

Slope

0.43

Conf. int. (95 %)
NS
NS
[0.10; 0.88]
NS
NS
NS
NS

p value

0.008

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
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Table D3. O3 relative trends in % yr−1 during all the year in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized P05,
monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS.
Season

Region

(% yr−1 )
ANN

EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

P05

Mean

P95

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

1.10
1.10
0.88
0.82
0.68
1.06
1.26

[0.48; 1.61]
[0.45; 1.59]
[0.46; 1.24]
[0.19; 1.28]
[0.27; 1.08]
[0.66; 1.42]
[0.77; 1.78]

0.003
0.003
< 10−3
0.003
0.007
< 10−3
< 10−3

0.55

[0.14; 0.80]
NS
[0.23; 0.75]
[0.23; 1.02]
[0.01; 0.70]
[0.19; 0.91]
[0.35; 1.04]

0.013

0.51
0.67
0.39
0.58
0.69

0.003
0.003
0.037
0.007
< 10−3

Slope

0.33
0.70

Conf. int. (95 %)
NS
NS
[0.07; 0.53]
[0.07; 1.26]
NS
NS
NS

p value

0.022
0.04

Table D4. O3 relative trends in % yr−1 during each season in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized P05,
monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS.
Season

Region

(% yr−1 )
DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

P05

Mean

P95

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

1.24
1.38
1.02

[0.39; 2.32]
[0.87; 2.16]
[0.33; 1.79]
NS
NS
[0.23; 1.93]
[0.27; 1.70]

0.007
< 10−3
< 10−3

0.62
0.74
0.61

[0.01; 0.99]
[0.22; 1.12]
[0.19; 1.03]
NS
NS
NS
NS

0.04
0.003
0.003

1.07
0.75

1.30
1.10
1.20
1.24

NS
[0.22; 2.63]
NS
[0.25; 2.71]
[0.34; 2.27]
[0.50; 2.13]
[0.37; 1.83]

1.28
2.37

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
[0.90; 1.93]
[1.29; 3.15]

1.61

1.10
1.00
0.92
0.60

[0.12; 1.91]
NS
[0.00; 1.60]
[0.38; 1.31]
[0.12; 1.19]
NS
NS
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0.02
0.003
0.028
0.037
0.017
0.018
0.007

0.78

< 10−3
0.003

1.30

0.012

0.76

0.045
0.003
0.023

0.59
0.74
0.55
0.58

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
[0.17; 1.38]
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
[0.35; 2.10]
[0.18; 1.03]
NS
[0.06; 1.06]
[0.17; 1.07]
[0.14; 1.08]
NS
[0.06; 1.03]

0.023

0.01
0.013
0.033
0.02
0.01
0.043

Slope

0.48

Conf. int. (95 %)
NS
NS
[0.11; 0.99]
NS
NS
NS
NS

p value

0.008

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
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Table D5. CO absolute trends in ppb yr−1 during all the year in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized P05,
monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS.
Season

Region

(ppb yr−1 )
ANN

P05
Slope

EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

−1.37
−0.98
−1.08
−0.93
−0.59
−0.84
−1.22

Mean

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

[−1.92; −0.75]
[−1.77; −0.45]
[−1.63; −0.63]
[−2.02; −0.31]
[−1.17; −0.07]
[−1.48; −0.26]
[−2.02; −0.56]

<10−3
0.003
< 10−3
0.003
0.027
0.007
< 10−3

Slope
−1.53
−1.38
−1.41
−0.80
−1.38
−2.19

P95

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

[−2.08; −0.98]
[−1.98; −0.69]
[−1.96; −0.90]
[−2.06; −0.14]
NS
[−2.15; −0.32]
[−3.33; −0.82]

< 10−3

−2.12
−1.79
−1.89

[−2.80; −1.10]
[−2.61; −0.79]
[−2.47; −1.28]
NS
NS
[−2.98; −0.19]
[−6.75; −1.37]

< 10−3
< 10−3
< 10−3

< 10−3
< 10−3
0.013
0.01
0.003

−1.56
−3.81

0.02
0.003

Table D6. CO absolute trends in ppb yr−1 during each season in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized
P05, monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS. Note that the trends in
northwest America are available only in DJF.
Season

Region

(ppb yr−1 )
DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

P05
Slope

WNAm
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

−1.24

−0.99
−2.51
−1.92
−1.88
−1.19

−1.54
−1.39
−1.01

Conf. int. (95 %)

Mean

P95

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

0.01

−2.48
−1.56
−1.65
−1.49

0.02
< 10−3
0.007
0.007

−3.30
−2.42
−2.68
−2.15

−1.15
−1.75
−2.97

0.05
0.023
0.01

−1.43

[−6.25; −1.12]
[−3.42; −1.42]
[−4.21; −1.46]
[−3.54; −1.19]
NS
NS
[−3.24; −0.39]
NS

0.003
< 10−3
0.005
0.007

0.035
< 10−3

[−4.14; −1.04]
[−3.13; −0.65]
[−3.19; −0.75]
[−2.77; −0.67]
NS
[−3.67; −0.06]
[−2.56; −0.35]
[−5.00; −0.75]

[−3.03; −1.00]
[−3.81; −0.79]
[−2.42; −0.26]
NS
NS
NS
[−2.55; −0.02]

< 10−3
0.013
0.017

−2.11
−1.97
−1.49

< 10−3
0.003
0.003

−3.42

[−3.86; −0.99]
NS
[−3.69; −1.51]
NS
NS
NS
NS

0.017

0.05

[−3.10; −1.45]
[−3.24; −1.16]
[−3.03; −1.12]
NS
NS
NS
[−5.70; −0.53]

[−2.09; −0.85]
NS
[−1.99; −0.42]
NS
NS
NS
NS

< 10−3

−1.36

0.003

−1.88

−1.34

0.01

−1.80

[−3.38; −0.34]
NS
[−2.99; −0.50]
NS
NS
NS
NS

0.007

0.007

[−2.05; −0.58]
NS
[−2.41; −0.38]
NS
NS
NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
[−2.32; −0.37]
NS
NS
[−2.24; −0.15]
[−3.32; −1.55]

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
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−1.14
−1.23

NS
NS
[−1.96; −0.07]
[−3.85; −0.17]
NS
NS
NS

−2.66
−2.03

0.03

0.023
0.04

−1.29

NS
NS
NS
[−5.70; −0.40]
NS
NS
NS

0.025

0.003

0.017

0.018
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Table D7. CO relative trends in % yr−1 during all the year in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized P05,
monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS.
Season

Region

(% yr−1 )
ANN

P05
Slope

EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

−1.74
−1.21
−1.39
−1.15
−0.80
−0.99
−1.52

Mean

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

[−2.43; −0.95]
[−2.19; −0.55]
[−2.09; −0.81]
[−2.50; −0.38]
[−1.58; −0.09]
[−1.74; −0.30]
[−2.53; −0.70]

< 10−3
0.003
< 10−3
0.003
0.027
0.007
< 10−3

Slope
−1.49
−1.38
−1.41
−0.82
−1.31
−1.89

P95

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

[−2.02; −0.95]
[−1.98; −0.69]
[−1.96; −0.90]
[−2.10; −0.14]
NS
[−2.05; −0.30]
[−2.87; −0.71]

< 10−3

−1.63
−1.47
−1.54

[−2.15; −0.85]
[−2.14; −0.65]
[−2.01; −1.04]
NS
NS
[−2.31; −0.15]
[−3.61; −0.73]

< 10−3
< 10−3
< 10−3

< 10−3
< 10−3
0.013
0.01
0.003

−1.21
−2.04

0.02
0.003

Table D8. CO relative trends in % yr−1 during each season in the UT. From left to right, the anomalies are taken from deseasonalized P05,
monthly means, and P95. The insignificant trends with respect to the 95 % confidence level are indicated as NS. Note that the trends in
northwest America are available only in DJF.
Season

Region

(% yr−1 )
DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

P05
Slope

WNAm
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs
EUS
NAt
Eur
WMed
MidE
Sib
NEAs

−1.59

−1.17
−3.14
−2.43
−2.32
−1.53

−1.93
−1.76
−1.30

Conf. int. (95 %)

Mean

P95

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

Slope

Conf. int. (95 %)

p value

0.01

−2.23
−1.51
−1.65
−1.49

0.02
< 10−3
0.007
0.007

−2.29
−1.86
−2.20
−1.75

−1.25
−1.67
−2.56

0.05
0.023
0.01

−1.11

[−4.34; −0.78]
[−2.63; −1.09]
[−3.45; −1.20]
[−2.88; −0.97]
NS
NS
[−2.51; −0.30]
NS

0.003
< 10−3
0.005
0.007

0.035
< 10−3

[−3.73; −0.94]
[−3.04; −0.63]
[−3.19; −0.75]
[−2.77; −0.67]
NS
[−3.99; −0.07]
[−2.44; −0.33]
[−4.31; −0.65]

[−3.84; −1.27]
[−4.70; −0.97]
[−3.10; −0.33]
NS
NS
NS
[−3.19; −0.02]

< 10−3
0.013
0.017

−2.05
−1.97
−1.49

< 10−3
0.003
0.003

−2.95

[−2.97; −0.76]
NS
[−3.00; −1.23]
NS
NS
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−1.34
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0.007
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0.017
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